BSA Violence and Society Study Group
Symposium
‘Towards Zero Violence? The Decline of
Violence Thesis’
Wednesday 18 May 2016
Lancaster University
Speakers:
Prof Manuel Eisner (Cambridge Institute of Criminology)
Prof Siniša Malešević (University College Dublin)
Prof Larry Ray (University of Kent)
Prof Sylvia Walby (Lancaster University)
Programme
Coffee and welcome Sylvia Walby
Decline
Larry Ray: ‘Theorizing the decline of violence through Elias and Pinker’
Manuel Eisner: ‘From Swords to Words - What Processes Predict the Long-Term Decline
in Homicide across Europe?’
Increase:
Siniša Malešević: 'The Rise and Rise of Organised Violence?: The Pinker Thesis and
Historical Sociology'
Sylvia Walby: The increase in violent crime made visible using new methods: Implications
for the theorization of violence as gendered’
Concluding panel discussion: ‘The futures of violence’

Sponsored by
Violence and Society UNESCO Centre, Lancaster University
and the
Institute for Social Futures, Lancaster University
Coffee and vegetarian lunch included in the registration fee:
For those delegates who wish to register please go to :
http://portal.britsoc.co.uk/public/event/eventBooking.aspx?id=EVT10472

BSA Members £10; Non-members £15;

For administration and event enquiries please contact events@britsoc.org.uk

For those delegate who are registered at Lancaster University please send
an e-mail to: Amanda Fenwick, Institute for Social Futures:
a.fenwick@lancaster.ac.uk

Violence & Society UNESCO Centre at Lancaster University

The Centre conducts high-quality research to build a coherent understanding and
explanation of violence in its many forms, and provide evidence to develop new
policy approaches.
It is a coalition of researchers from 8 departments across 3 faculties at Lancaster
University, with links to collaborators in other UK, European and international
universities, policy-makers and service providers. The Director is Distinguished
Professor of Sociology and UNESCO Chair of Gender Research Sylvia Walby; with
Associate Directors Professor Brian Francis and Dr Jude Towers.

For more information or to join our mailing list:
Visit us: http://wp.lancs.ac.uk/violence-and-society-unesco-centre/
Email: violenceandsociety@lancaster.ac.uk
Follow us: @VandSCentre

The Institute for Social Futures at Lancaster University
Thinking futures is now widespread, fateful and problematic. Yet much futures
research neglects the insights that social science, the arts and humanities, can
offer. Lancaster’s Institute for Social Futures works innovatively across
disciplinary boundaries linking science, social science and humanities to examine
what futures might develop within key domains of human/material activity.

The aim of the Institute for Social Futures is to improve thinking, visioning,
analysis and data relating to futures. It will bring high-quality social science theory
and research into productive relations with science, technology, health and
management and through working with many external partners.

For more information or to join our mailing list:
Visit us: http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/social-futures/
Email: a.fenwick@lancaster.ac.uk
Follow us: @social_futures

For administration and event enquiries please contact events@britsoc.org.uk

